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ABSTRACT Body packing by drug smugglers—the transport of illicit drugs in packets swallowed or inserted into body cavities—is a global phenomenon and is becoming more prevalent. The medical care of these patients raises difficult medical and ethical problems. While the medical aspects of treating body packers have been systematically analysed, the ethical issues have received little attention in the literature. The patient may be under police custody or being sought by their criminal patron which may result in imposed interrogations and risky medical procedures. Obtaining informed valid consent for procedures from the patient-detainee may thus be compromised. In addition, physicians may be intimidated by the patient's criminal contacts. This article analyses the conflicts of interest that doctors may face when treating body packers, and proposes some principles to promote institutional guidelines for the treatment of these patients.
Introduction

Body packing—the transport of illicit drugs concealed as packets swallowed or inserted into body cavities—is increasingly common in the international narcotics trade. This risky practice represents a medical emergency that not only threatens the body packer’s life, but also raises difficult ethical issues. While the clinical and forensic aspects of body packing have been thoroughly discussed [1,2], we have found no equivalent analysis of the ethical questions that emerge. The illegal nature of the patients’ problem and the inevitable involvement of law enforcement agents put at risk the rights of patients and the ethical duties of their attending doctors. Although there are no published studies on this phenomenon, there is a consistent body of anecdotal evidence that suggests that these problems are a particular concern in low-income, underdeveloped countries, where law enforcement agencies may operate under different codes of conduct.

In this article, we explore the ethical conflicts that emerge in the medical care of body packers. We will first briefly describe the medical and non-medical events seen when such patients are admitted to hospital, including the role of law enforcement agents and the risk of threats from the body packers’ own contacts. We will then analyse the dual loyalties and conflicts of interest that doctors face in these cases, and will propose some principles and practical guidelines that we believe should contribute to creating a pressure-free environment where doctors can focus on the patient’s rights and quality of care. It should be made clear that the prevalence and the seriousness of the problems described here vary widely among different countries and regions. Nevertheless, any hospital in the world could find itself dealing with this by-product of the global drugs trade.

Body packing

Body packers may come to the emergency room with symptoms of intestinal obstruction, acute intoxication by drug leakage, or both [3]. These life-threatening, and in the case of cocaine packets, highly lethal, events have become somewhat less common today than they were in the past, since drug packing methods seem to have become less dangerous [4,5]. This might explain the growing involvement of women and children in the practice [1,6,7].

What doctors commonly encounter today is a young, asymptomatic, uncommunicative and frightened individual, who is brought to hospital by law-enforcement officers suspecting a case of body packing. Occasionally, terrified patients refer themselves to hospital alone. In either case, the patient may show mild abdominal distention and a tender mass on deep palpation. X-rays may show multiple oblong nuggets from radiolucent to radiopaque, depending on the substance and on the packing method, scattered throughout the abdomen [4]. Normally, the person admits to having ingested between 50 and 100 packets of a drug [1], stays in observation for a day after the cargo has passed, and is subsequently discharged. Throughout this time, the patient is likely to be under police custody [2], which often results in imposed interrogations and fast evacuation of the cargo being carried. This is mostly to further the criminal prosecution agenda. In the case of self-referred packers, their criminal patron may wish to locate them in the hospital to prevent any information leakage or to recover the highly valuable cargo [8].

These undesirable situations need to be avoided for the sake of all concerned: doctors, nurses and the patient, as well as other patients in the hospital. It may be detrimental to the patient’s care to have the police, much less any suspicious visitors, present in the wards. In this climate of rush and pressure, medical procedures may be performed more in the interest of speeding the process up, rather than protecting the best interests of the patient. Informed consent may receive very little attention. In the following section we will discuss informed consent, dual loyalty and other conflicts of interest in the medical care of body packers.

The ethical issues

Informed consent

Informed consent to diagnostic and treatment interventions is perhaps the first victim of the hectic environment that surrounds the care of body packers. It is tempting to argue that consent is not necessary in these cases, since body packers’ judgement is too impaired by their fear of the law, of their patrons and accomplices, or of dying from drug intoxication. It would be no less tempting to state that refusing treatment brings no possible medical, legal or goal-related advantage to these patients, making the rejection of treatment too irrational to be respected. We do not agree. We believe, instead, that body packers’ judgement, except in the case of drug intoxication from package rupture, should not be considered more impaired than that of any other patient, and that these patients retain their full right to informed consent and refusal. This includes the right to make unwise medical decisions. This is particularly true when some of the medical procedures are not necessarily in the patient’s best clinical interest, but rather represent decisions made by doctors under pressures from criminal investigation officers.

As Milgram’s experiments showed in 1963, obedience to a legitimate authority tends to be high among “ordinary people, simply doing their jobs”, to the point that “without any particular hostility on their part, they can become agents” of processes that compromise a person’s rights and physical integrity [9].
Doctors thus may be caught amid different loyalties and conflicting interests.

Dual loyalty and conflict of interest

Interrogation of any detainee, hospitalized or not, is aimed at administering justice and preventing further harm or danger to self or others [10]. In the case of a body packer, interrogation per se can have harmful clinical consequences [11], and yet the intimidating presence of the police can push doctors to make concessions to the law enforcement agenda. For instance, enemas and other methods to speed up the evacuation of the cargo, much desired by the law enforcement, are not the optimum method to treat a patient-suspect may imply hampering the law; but the unchecked service to the law may harm the patient. This dual loyalty is the doctor’s true dilemma.

The international dual loyalty working group of Physicians for Human Rights characterized this dilemma as the conflict between professional duties to a patient versus the expressed or implied, real or perceived, obligations to the interests of a third party such as an employer, insurer or the state [13]. In a wide variety of contexts and clinical settings, health professionals are pressured by influential third parties to subordinate patients’ rights to their demands.

Bloche sees loyalty conflicts arising when 3 different type of goals are pursued: (a) furthering public health, as when reporting a communicable disease; (b) serving non-medical ends, such as state security, as when collaborating with the law; and (c) evaluating individuals for social purposes, such as receiving public benefits, evaluating requests for asylum, determining criminal responsibility, joining the army or transporting dangerous merchandise [14].

Treating body packers: some general principles

Health institutions often have no explicit, well-developed guidelines for doctors dealing with patient-suspects in general, much less with body packers in particular [15]. In the case of police inquiries regarding confidential patient information, Health Information Privacy regulations that govern the ethical conduct of physicians in a professional environment do not have clearcut guidelines either [14,18]. Physicians are left with no clear guidance to deal with the potential interference of law enforcement agencies in medical treatment. Even in the case of a body packer seeking help on their own, physicians in most health care centres around the world would be left to their own judgement as to whether to alert law enforcement officials or not [14].

In the absence of well-structured decision-making strategies for doctors and hospitals, it is no surprise if there are violations of patients’ rights and avoidable adverse medical outcomes [15]. We would like to put forward some principles of practice that could form the basis for discussing institutional guidelines on the care of body packers.

Body packing and the doctor-patient relationship

The doctor–patient relationship in the context of body packing should be indistinguishable from any other clinical
relationship, because it is, with very few nuances, a clinical relationship, and so are its goals, conditions and rules of consent and confidentiality.

As a general principle, the examination and treatment of body packers should serve the best medical interest of the patient, which in this case mainly consists of preventing complications, such as intestinal obstruction, perforation, peritonitis or drug packet rupture and subsequent overdose. The demands from third parties should not result in invasive examinations or accelerating the evacuation of the cargo, even if the patient consents, since this may only increase the risk of packet burst. Doctors should focus instead on what is medically indicated, namely, to monitor the patient in an intensive care unit and wait for the spontaneous passage of drug packets [1,18].

Informed consent is not always a legal requirement in these cases. Nevertheless, doctors should respect body packers’ moral right to informed consent when the suspect is able to make decisions. Even if there are reasons to believe that the web of misinformation, pressures and fear in which the patient-suspect is caught hampers the process of obtaining a valid consent, doctors should guarantee that all possible elements of the informed consent process are evoked [19].

Physicians are thus responsible for giving body packers well-explained, accurate and complete information. This should include explaining to the patient that in some circumstances, refusal to give consent may result in the search being carried out by a police officer rather than by a medical practitioner, and making the patient fully aware of the deadly risks of drug packets and the need to know their exact location to anticipate and prevent their splitting. Body packers should also be informed of the risks associated with the search itself, and that, due to the police involvement, the confidentiality of personal medical information might not be kept.

Consent is imperative prior to any form of examination. It should be obtained only after the patient-suspect has understood all the information and clarified his/her doubts. However, in the circumstances of detention, free consent can easily be compromised by pressures on the patient, such as a lack of privacy during an interview, by a patient’s misinformed expectations, such as the hope of being released sooner in exchange for consent, or by the patient’s fear that refusal would be considered a tacit confession of guilt. Guaranteeing a pressure-free environment and explaining to the patient-suspect the repercussions of consent are professional duties in these circumstances. However, preserving the physical integrity of those who could be harmed by a violent patient, and/or the integrity of the patient-suspect him/herself can of course justify non-consensual emergency medical interventions [14].

Physicians are usually asked to cooperate with the police, but this may imply breaching confidentiality in some cases. Confidentiality can be legitimately broken to avoid clear and immediate risk of harm to others that cannot be stopped by other means [15]. However, this is an exception, and when dealing with body packers, doctors can hardly take the role of police informants without betraying the basic ethics of the patient–doctor relationship.

The International Dual Loyalty Working Group has proposed some guidelines to help physicians and institutions find their way through the maze of doubts, pressures and mixed feelings faced when dealing with patient-detainees. The recommendations include training doctors in human rights, helping them identify loyalty issues, and encouraging the exercise of clinical judgement independent of any other interest or consideration [17]. The guidelines state that military physicians’ duty to care for enemy combatants “must supersede any blanket notion of loyalty, obligation, allegiance or patriotism” [13]. We do not see why it should be otherwise for body packers. The working group recommended that health care institutions keep the health profession independent of state pressures or influence, protecting health professionals from third party hostility, and increasing a proper understanding of the doctor’s role among law enforcement agents and hospital administrators [17]. The working group’s recommendations, along with some advice found in the literature, are a useful guide. In this paper, however, we would like to propose more specific measures that would help enact these recommendations. We believe that all conflicts of values, views and dual loyalties at the body packer’s bedside are the result of third party pressures on doctors. In the context of these pressures and in seeking to shield doctors from them, we propose the following:

- To channel all police requests related to body-packer patients through the hospital’s office of the director, or the office of the legal advisor, and prohibit doctors from interacting directly with law enforcement agents. The police role on the ward should be limited to the body packer’s custody, in addition to the protection of other patients, doctors and health personnel.

- To keep all information regarding physicians’ involvement and cooperation with police/state authorities or feedback on the way a physician has dealt with a body packer out of the physicians’ individual, hospital
or any other records. Removing the threat of being labelled as uncooperative would minimize any need for physicians to consider their own self-protection.

The successful implementation of these two measures needs to be supported by the strengthening of at least two basic general strategies that might too often be taken for granted. They are:

- Having detailed and strictly implemented institutional guidelines for dealing with both detained and self-referred body packers, so that doctors do not find themselves pressured to implement their own rules. This would help prevent any disparity and inconsistencies in the way body packers are managed as patients, in legal and clinical terms, concerning their consent and treatment. It is easier for physicians to resist pressures when they are simply abiding by the rules and there is no margin for autonomous actions.

- Last, but not least, having in place a clear plan for high-security measures to be automatically triggered at the doctor’s request if a suspected body packer is admitted to hospital. This would allow any unwelcome visitors related to the body packer’s illicit trade to be dealt with in a safe manner.

## Conclusion

Body packing is a growing global phenomenon that many hospitals may be forced to deal with sooner or later. Body packers are not a comfortable or desired presence in the hospital. They elicit fear, they invite police presence to the wards and they give rise to conflicting loyalties. Doctors may try to ameliorate the situation by yielding to their fears and to the pressures of law-enforcement authorities. However, a doctor’s primary loyalty is to the body packer as a patient, and no secondary loyalty should supersede this.

Body packers as patients deserve the same respect as any other patient, and doctors would betray their professional duties if they primarily tended to interests other than those of the body packer. This implies that standards of care and confidentiality, together with the process of information and consent, should be indistinguishable from those received by all other patients in the same clinical settings. Nevertheless, doctors should be aware of when, by exception, it is morally valid to deviate from the general rules, particularly regarding matters of confidentiality.

Institutions do not usually have a specific set of guidelines to deal with body packers. There are some recommendations at the international level, but they tend to be too general or too difficult to enact because they require the action of the state. Hospitals can, nevertheless, implement relatively simple strategies to help doctors deal in a fair and ethical way with body packers in clinical settings.

A stronger corpus of evidence on how ethics and patients’ rights can be compromised in the case of body packers is still needed. We hope this article will encourage further research in this field. Systematic collection of data would raise awareness and may eventually foster higher standards of concern for patients’ rights, independent of their legal predicament.

The adoption of these and other strategies should be preceded by an in-depth discussion among doctors, health care personnel and administrators to make explicit the different needs of the parties involved. We believe that this article provides a comprehensive starting point for that discussion.
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**The Alcohol, Smoking and Substance involvement Screening Test (ASSIST): manual for use in primary care**

The above-mentioned manual introduces ASSIST and describes how to use it in health care settings – particularly community-based primary health care settings – to identify people who are using substances and assess the health risks associated with substance use, so that a brief discussion or a referral to specialist centre can be provided as appropriate.

The ASSIST package is the result of more than 10-years work by WHO and an international group of researchers in the framework of the WHO ASSIST project. It is WHO's response to the growing demand for guidance on how to best manage problems of substance use in non-specialist health care settings. This approach is quick and easy to learn and is useful for all substances including alcohol and tobacco, and drugs such as cannabis, amphetamine-type stimulants, cocaine and opioids. Its effectiveness has been demonstrated in different cultural settings and it is set to become a keystone in the health care response to substance use.

Further information about the work of WHO in the area of substance abuse can be found at: http://www.who.int/substance_abuse/en/